


There was a time when 
people dared 
to be truly authentic. 
arena Icons was already 
there, dressing these 
brave people with 
cutting-edge garments. 

BE AUTHENTIC.
ARENA ICONS SINCE 1973.



Every day something new comes along.

But for every new thing, something else is forgotten. Facts. Events. People. 

Many women and men who once challenged the rules.

While everything was the same, they fought for their choices. 

When everything was gray, they fought for colors. 

 They were authentic. They changed the game.

 arena was with them. And we still are, just like yesterday. 

Same outfits, same spirit.  We don’t need restyling. 

Because you can’t restyle authenticity.  Because you can’t build it in a day.

Because you don’t become an icon in a day.

THE WORLD 
MOVES FAST.



WHY CHOOSE ARENA ICONS?

EVERLASTING DESIGN FOR THE CONTEMPORARY WORLD.

Every arena Icons product comes with a story. Because its design comes 

from an original ‘70s model. arena Icons is the right choice for those that 

dare to be authentic.

UNIQUE DESIGN AND ICONIC DETAILS.

The arena Icons range is designed to be comfortable and to perfectly fit the 

body figure for an amazing look.

Each garment comes with the dynamic team stripe and is detailed with the 

iconic arena vintage logo patch.

VIBRANT COLORS TO LIGHT UP THE COLD SEASON.

Ruby red, emerald green and our signature royal blue with contrasting 

white details: arena Icons will brighten up any window display for a catchy 

and warm fall-winter season.

ARENA ICONS
FW 2018.



WOMAN WOMAN

Fabric: Polyester-elastane    
Fabric Composition: 89% Polyester, 11% Elastane
Sizes: XS - S - M - L - XL

Fabric: Cotton Jersey    
Fabric Composition: 100% Cotton
Sizes: XS - S - M - L - XL

001227 - W LORELLA TEAM001226 - W CORINNE TEAM

Contemporary oversized cropped fit embellished with the team stripe on the sleeves and arena vintage  
logo patch on the chest. The result is a stylish piece of clothing with a favorable fit on every figure.

Tight fitting shorts with slight high rise elastic waistband and internal drawcord for adjustable 
fit. Its design is detailed by the arena vintage stacked logo patch and the iconic team stripe on 
both legs to assure visibility. A distinctive item for the modern woman.

Fabric: Knitted polyester     
Fabric Composition: 100% Polyester
Sizes: XS - S - M - L - XL

Fabric: Knitted polyester     
Fabric Composition: 100% Polyester
Sizes: XS - S - M - L - XL

001223 - W RELAX IV TEAM JACKET 001224 - W RELAX IV TEAM PANT

The ‘70s classic design is combined with a contemporary bomber fit, resulting in a garment for women 
who dress to impress. Relax IV jacket shows the iconic arena team stripe down the sleeves, the arena 
vintage logo patch on the chest and distinctive color contrasting details on the collar, zipper and bottom 
hem. Two pockets complete the item for comfortable use.

In this track pant, the unique style of a classic design meets feminine, loose fit for a contemporary urban 
piece. Made of knitted polyester, this item is finished with the iconic team stripe on both legs and the arena 
vintage logo patch on the left for an ultimate eye-catching result. Two pockets and a waistband drawcord 
complete the garment for better comfort and wearability.  

Fabric: Cotton Jersey    
Fabric Composition: 100% Cotton
Sizes: XS - S - M - L - XL

Fabric: Polyester-elastane   
Fabric Composition: 89% Polyester, 11% Elastane
Sizes: XS - S - M - L - XL

001225 - W T-SHIRT TEAM 001228 - W CAROLINE TEAM

A must-have in every woman’s closet: taken from the classic ‘70s arena archive and improved with 
comfortable slim fit. The design is completed by the arena vintage stacked logo patch on the chest and 
contrasting team stripe down the sleeves.

Comfort and style find their greatest expression in these pants: vintage tights with bottom stirrup, 
slight high rise elastic waistband with internal drawcord for adjustable fit. The arena vintage 
stacked logo patch and the iconic team stripe on each leg will assure noticeability.
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WomanMAN

Fabric: Knitted polyester   
Fabric Composition: 100% Polyester
Sizes: S - M - L - XL - XXL

Classic ‘70s design combined with modern slim fit for a timeless piece of clothing. In knitted polyester, 
this item is made unique by the arena vintage logo patch below the left pocket and the eye-catching 
team stripe on both legs. Two pockets and a waistband drawcord complete the garment for better 
comfort and wearability.

501 Black-white-black 631 Evergreen-white-evergreen 871 Roy-white-roy401 Red-white-red

001230 - M RELAX IV TEAM PANT

Fabric: Cotton Jersey    
Fabric Composition: 100% Cotton
Sizes: S - M - L - XL - XXL

501 Black-white-black 631 Evergreen-white-evergreen 871 Roy-white-roy115 White-white-black 401 Red-white-red

001231 - M T-SHIRT TEAM

A basic t-shirt designed to become a style manifesto: taken from the classic ‘70s arena archive and 
improved with comfortable slim fit. The item features the arena vintage stacked logo patch on the chest 
and contrasting team stripe down the sleeves for a cutting-edge style.

501 Black-white-black 631 Evergreen-white-evergreen 871 Roy-white-roy401 Red-white-red

Fabric: Knitted polyester     
Fabric Composition: 100% Polyester
Sizes: S - M - L - XL - XXL

001229 - M RELAX IV TEAM JACKET

The everlasting style of our classic ‘70s Relax IV track jacket is ready to hit the road again! Our unique, 
sporty design is enhanced by the iconic team stripe down the sleeves, the arena vintage logo patch and 
the contrasting white details: collar, zipper and bottom hem. Two pockets on the side complete the 
article for better comfort.



arenawaterinstinct.com


